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thanks for your comments! i'm especially interested in feedback on how to make the patch more useful for people. i have
added a video showing what the patch does, but i'm not sure how useful that is to people. i'm working on writing a little
help file and about page for the patch, but it's a lot of work to do and i have a lot of other things to work on before that. i'll
let you know when i have a more workable schedule. i'm actually going to use my gateway, ubiqpigpio to send midi input
signals to the pro-micro, and then the pro-micro will perform the synthesis. i'm actually using this patch in a different way
than i originally intended, to build a softsynth based on the werkstatt, and it's not quite as simple as i originally anticipated.
if you look in the patch editor, you'll see it has a list of waveforms that it supports. the werkstatt has a list of waveforms on
the back of the case. you can switch to the sawwave, triangle, and sawtooth waveforms, but not to the ones that i need,
square and pulse. i need to add a new waveform to the patch, and that's how you do it. first, create a new patch by clicking
on the "add new patch" button. then enter the name of the patch, and hit ok. then click on the "add source" button and
choose the waveform generator from the list (pulse, square, saw, triangle, or sawtoothed). this will add a waveform
generator to the patch. click on the "output to" button and choose the midi channel you want it to use (the pro-micro is
assigned to channel 1). then, select the midi channel on the right side of the screen and the midi port you want it to use.
finally, set the rate to the speed of your midi keyboard (or whatever instrument you're using).
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the pitch cv and lfo rate cv are both mapped to modulation wheel (midi continuous controller #1). from there, i can patch
either into the vcf cv or the vca (vca cv) to have it operate on the voice like a normal key. the aux patch, on the other

hand, is used to route a mic/line or other audio signal into the synth. i originally thought i could route it directly into the
synth from the internal input, but i found that i needed to either have a separate midi output or use a different aux input.

it's also possible to use the audio unit like a synth, by patching the audio unit's audio output to the synth's input. this
allows you to use the synth to play your own sounds, and then use the audio unit to process the results. this is how you

would adjust the volume or pan, for example. thanks for your comments! i may be able to add a little more detail on these
issues, but i'm going to wait to hear about them until the patch has been published. i'm particularly interested in making
sure that this patch is tested thoroughly enough. i think you've done a great job getting the patch working with the new
libraries. i also think the patch works fine, but i will need to do a little additional tweaking to get it to work with the new

libraries. i'm in the process of doing that right now. good to hear! i'm especially interested in feedback on how to make the
patch more useful for people. i have added a video showing what the patch does, but i'm not sure how useful that is to

people. i'm working on writing a little help file and about page for the patch, but it's a lot of work to do and i have a lot of
other things to work on before that. i'll let you know when i have a more workable schedule. 5ec8ef588b
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